Middle School Video Tour Image Source List
(in order of appearance)


https://flic.kr/p/avbcBM

https://flic.kr/p/avimzs

https://flic.kr/p/axuVR9

https://flic.kr/p/avfFc4

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010630477/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010630940/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2011632073/.

https://flic.kr/p/aUpiag


https://catalog.archives.gov/id/1667751

https://www.loc.gov/item/2015647069/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2016874928/.


Weir, John F., Artist. *Roger Sherman, half-length portrait, facing right, holding quill pen. ca. 1902*. Photograph. [https://www.loc.gov/item/94509789/](https://www.loc.gov/item/94509789/).


*Mayor Roger Sherman / H. , 1911*. Photograph. [https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666057/](https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666057/).


Close-up of the U.S. Constitution, by klikk. Licensed through Adobe Stock.


Louisiana Purchase. *Map The preceding map comprehends all what is usually called the Louisiana purchase" by Thomas Jefferson which is at present divided into the states of Louisiana, Missouri, and into the territories of Arkansaw and Missouri ... Providence, Patr*. Providence, 1825. Pdf. https://www.loc.gov/item/rbpe.16801300/


*Loafers and laborers. Uncle Sam--At the end of his patience and his territory "Now, durn your pesky copper skins, you've got to work or jump!".* , 1880. Published. Photograph. https://www.loc.gov/item/90714777/.


New York City--*The Morse celebration at the Academy of Music, June 10th--Professor Morse manipulating his signature to the message telegraphed by Miss Sadie E. Cornwell. New York, 1871. July 1.* Photograph. https://www.loc.gov/item/96509407/.


https://www.loc.gov/item/2014649278/.

https://flic.kr/p/aRX1jv

https://www.loc.gov/item/2008678236/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017648369/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010630844/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2011631532/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017652629/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010588029/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/88690908/.

Baseball Game. 1884. [United States: publisher not transcribed] Photograph.  
https://www.loc.gov/item/2018756280/.

Baseball team, Eymard Seminary, Suffern, N.Y. New York Suffern, None. [Between 1890 and 1910] Photograph.  
https://www.loc.gov/item/2008677259/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/91710425/.

https://www.loc.gov/item/2010648659/.


Photograph of Rosa Parks with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (ca. 1955).
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rosaparks.jpg

https://www.loc.gov/item/2015649531/.


Additional photography and exterior videography courtesy of the Architect of the Capitol.

Music by Rex Banner, licensed through Artlist.io.